2014 – ACTIVITY REPORT

 RESEARCH
• Desert Lion Conservation
• Kwando Carnivore project
• Save the Rhino Trust
• Wereldsend conservation camp
 LIVING WITH WILDLIFE
• Lion rangers
• Rhino rangers
• Huab lion management
• Conservation contribution
 PUBLIC AWARENESS
• Responsible travel brochure
• Desert Elephants pamphlet

 RESEARCH
DESERT LION CONSERVATION
1 satellite collar and 10 solar panels for Mowe Bay station (59 742 NAD)
The satellite collars provides valuable information about the movements of the
prides and thus their behavior. The lions can also be monitored to avoid conflict
when they come close to human settlements.

“This valuable contribution from TOSCO will therefore be another
major boost for the project in that it has enabled the purchase of a 3
new satellite collars as well as pre-paid air time for 2 years.

Key lion and lioness posing a potential threat to the livelihood of the
farmers will be identified and by attaching this collar, this will
hopefully avert the inevitable livestock losses and subsequent
elimination of the desert adapted lions as the necessary
precautionary steps can be put into place in time to prevent these.”
Dr Stander, Desert Lion Conservation

Thank you for helping to protect our lions and on a daily basis you
can follow the movements of various lion prides and much more by
connecting to www.desertlion.info

 RESEARCH
DESERT LION CONSERVATION
In Search of Namibia’s Desert Lions
TOSCO Sponsor Field Trip 23-26 April 2014
From 23-26 April 2014 a group of TOSCO
sponsors had the opportunity to experience
Dr Stander's work for the Desert Lion
Conservation Project first hand.

TOSCO Trust has been closely associated
with the Desert Lion Conservation Project
since TOSCO was founded in 2012. Actually
the very reason why TOSCO came into
existence was the realization that if the
desert lions are to have a future, the tourism
industry must also contribute to their
conservation.

Dr. Stander will make time for a chat about
his work if he happens to meet a vehicle
marked with the TOSCO sticker in the field.
But he had now agreed to allow the group of
TOSCO sponsors to accompany him for 2
days.

Read the whole story here:
http://tosco.org/2014/05/13/in-search-of-namibias-desert-lions-tosco-sponsor-field-trip-23-26-april-2014

 RESEARCH
KWANDO CARNIVORE PROJECT
5 solar panels ( 5 000 NAD)
The solar panels provide enough power to the Kwando Carnivore project’s
basecamp to process data retrieved from camera traps.
The data to be analyzed come from the following projects:
• Camera trapping survey in southern Mudumu (including
Nkasa Rupara NP and Wuparo, Balyerma and Dzoty
conservancies),
• Camera trapping in Kwando core area compared to previous
survey,
• Spoor survey eastern Zambezi.
It will also help to monitor hyena dens with camera traps and
do a lot of community involvement for the tracking survey.
Local trackers can be so good and it can lead to real
professional opportunities and social uplifting for some of
them.
Some conservancies are doing really good and there is more
carnivores than expected and previously thought in eastern
Zambezi. Unfortunately, it is the opposite in Kavango region.
Lise Hanssen, Kwando Carnivore Project

Lise Hanssen’s office and Basecamp

 RESEARCH
SAVE THE RHINO TRUST
1 Anti poaching mobile camp (54 000 NAD)
Namibia’s wild rhino can survive if the local people do not tolerate poaching, if rhino
become more valuable alive than dead - through employment and tourism.

TOSCO has been approached by Save the Rhino Trust to help improve the quality and quantity of
ranger patrols. Funding for performance-based bonuses, field equipment and improved living
conditions in the field are urgently needed and TOSCO has stepped up with a contribution in the
amount of N$54,000 to for mobile camps that can be used by anti-poaching patrols in the field.

Namibian rhinos are again under siege. The demand and prices paid for the medicinally worthless
rhino horn have reached an all-time height. In the past months several carcasses have been found in
the Kunene region, National parks and private farmlands. Rhino tourism can provide a sustainable
income for generations, whereas killing rhinos for the price of their horns will eventually lead to a
dead end, for tourism and the communities.
One of the programmes created to ensure that the rhinos will still be
there tomorrow is the rhino ranger programme. It is a cooperation of
local communities organized in conservancies, the Ministry of
Environment and Tourism (MET), and local conservation
organizations, namely Save the Rhino Trust (SRT), Integrated Rural
Development and Nature Conservation (IRDNC) and Minnesota Zoo.

We want to thank TOSCO again for supporting our critical efforts to combat poaching through enhanced
local community engagement and empowerment. We were happy with our 2014 results and expect
progress in 2015. TOSCO's support certainly has helped make a big difference in our achievements.
Save the Rhino Trust & Rhino ranger program.

 RESEARCH
WERELDSEND CAMP
Seven solar panels for conservation centre ( 7 000 NAD)

TOSCO
Windhoek
06 March 2015
Dear TOSCO team and sponsors,

I would just like to express my appreciation to TOSCO for
arranging the donation of 7 solar panels to Wereldsend.
Wereldsend is a venue that is used extensively for training,
workshops and meetings involving CBNRM and local
conservancies as well as conservation organizations like SRT
and DLC. Our current solar system is old and inadequate and
this will go a long way to alleviating our power problems. Many
thanks for this.
Further, your continued support of the lion ranger/s in Puros is
greatly appreciated. Both the salary for Bertus and the
provision of vital camping equipment are making these rangers
more effective. For your information, I am in the process of
increasing our input with regard to lion conservation in this
area, with particular emphasis on the Tomakas and Gomatum
valley areas. These rangers input will be pivotal to these
efforts.
The material you kindly provided for the up-grading of the Lionproof kraal at Slangpos has been delivered to the
Conservancy. They have committed to tackling this job
soonest.

In general, your support is hugely appreciated and make a real
positive difference on the field.
Yours sincerely,
Russell Vinjevold and IRDNC team.
IRDNC Kunene
Wêreldsend Environmental Centre
PO Box 24050, Windhoek
Tel (+264 67) 697055
Fax (+264 67) 697054
E-mail: russell.vinjevold@gmail.com

 LIVING WITH WILDLIFE
LION RANGERS PUROS
1 lion ranger annual salary + field equipment (30 250 NAD)
 Equipment sponsored to the 3 Puros lion rangers:
• UNIFORMS: jackets, pants, boots, hats, short and long sleeves
shirts with title badges.
• TENTS, bedrolls, blankets (1 each)
• MATERIALS: Night torch, backpacks, note books and pens,
camera, water bottles.

Rhino Lion ranger Sesfontein (Usiel):
• Work shirt short sleeves
• Trouser combat olive
• Boots
• Jacket XL
• Binoculars
• GPS Etrex 10

Puros Lion rangers Kootie, Bertus and Colin with their material

 LIVING WITH WILDLIFE

HUAB LION MANAGEMENT
Maintenance of the Slangpos lion proof kraal, lion repellant (7 350 NAD)
 TOSCO helped to maintain the Huab lion-proof kraal
(enclosure for livestock) sponsored by TOSCO in 2012 with the
following material:
• 8 x ordinary cement
• 8 x gum poles(2.7 m)
• 1 x roll shade netting
• 1 x 5kg binding wire

 This upgrade helps local communities to benefit directly
from tourism, reduce Cattle/Lion conflict and increase
predator tolerance from the farmer.

 TOSCO would like to involve interested guides in the field programmes. Guides can
make valuable contributions by following up on these programmes while on safari and
also by sharing the stories about the conservation issues and programmes with their
guests. Contact us if you are interested.

“These interventions will greatly assist in reducing probability of conflict by keeping
livestock away from core lion habitat and protecting them from large predators.”
Russell Vinjevold, IRDNC

 Eric, TORRA conservancy game guard with his bicycle fixed
by TOSCO .
His bicycle is used for patrols in the Huab area to reduce and
mitigate Human Wildlife conflict through the Event book
system.

 LIVING WITH WILDLIFE
RHINO RANGERS PROGRAM
Food rations and patrols bonus (15 000 NAD)
Namibia’s wild rhino can survive if the local people do not tolerate poaching, if rhino
become more valuable alive than dead - through employment and tourism.

TOSCO has been approached by Save the Rhino Trust to help improve the quality and quantity
ranger patrols. Funding for performance-based bonuses, field equipment and improved living
conditions in the field are urgently needed. In addition to sponsoring an anti-poaching mobile
camp TOSCO supported the rhino ranger programme with N$15,000 to keep the rangers in the
field.
The rhino rangers are a new generation of “rhino rangers”:
highly talented groups of local people, chosen by their
communities to monitor their rhinos. They also play an
emerging role in tourism through rhino tracking. Today,
there is already a trained community-based rhino
monitoring force of 26 rangers across 13 conservancies.
However, the effectiveness of their patrols is largely
limited by lack of funding for critical incentives such as
bonus payments and equipment that improves their
working conditions in the field.

We want to thank TOSCO again for supporting our critical efforts to combat poaching through enhanced
local community engagement and empowerment. We were happy with our 2014 results and expect
progress in 2015. TOSCO's support certainly has helped make a big difference in our achievements.

Save the Rhino Trust & Rhino ranger program.

 LIVING WITH WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION CONTRIBUTION
Torra, Sesfontein and Puros conservancies (2 680 NAD)

As tourists we enjoy natural assets like rhinos, lions
or beautiful landscapes. On communal land, they are
freely accessible. Unlike in a national park, where
you have to pay an entrance fee, conservancies can
be visited for free.

On communal land the local communities carry the costs of conserving the wildlife
that tourists come to enjoy. To contribute more to covering the costs of conservation
and living with wildlife, the members of the TOSCO community have committed
themselves to paying a voluntary conservation contribution of 50 N$ per guest per
day for their nature-focussed activities, as well as an additional 50N$ per guest per
night for wild camping. The contributions are paid to TOSCO from where they will be
passed on to the specific conservancies to mitigate human/ wildlife conflict.
Several media have covered the TOSCO Conservation Contribution. Travel News
Namibia called the TOSCO Conservation Contribution a “landmark fund”:
http://travelnewsnamibia.com/news/tosco/#.VQWpKGocT4g
We would like to thank all TOSCO sponsors who are already implementing the
contribution!

 PUBLIC AWARENESS
RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL BROCHURE
5 000 brochures sponsored and distributed (3 594N$)

 PUBLIC AWARENESS
DESERT ELEPHANT PAMPHLET
5 000 pamphlets sponsored and distributed (3 594N$)

 PUBLIC AWARENESS
INFORMATIONS PACKAGES
TOSCO brochures and license discs, Desert lion postcards, Responsible travel
car stickers (9 691 NAD)

Show that you Care for Namibia's Wild Places and engage your clients
As a TOSCO sponsor you will receive a wealth of materials that:
1.

add value to your tours in the field - TOSCO vehicle sticker

 you'll be recognized as a TOSCO sponsor which will help you to engage with
and develop a closer relationship with local people,
 scientists who are associated with TOSCO (e. g. Dr. Stander) will give you privileged
time when your tour vehicle marked with a TOSCO sticker meets them in the field. You
and your guests can benefit from their knowledge.

2.

show that you care – your sponsor certificate, TOSCO license disk, TOSCO brochure
and Enjoy Travelling in Namibia booklet, Desert-dwelling elephants pamphlet and
the desert lion conservation postcard

 engage your guests by sharing information about nature conservation and responsible
travel in Namibia and by encouraging them to learn more from your guide,
 show your guests that you care (they DO care http://ow.ly/KKTQK).

FUNDS 2014/2015
BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD 2013/2014
FUNDS IN 2014/2015
PROFESSIONAL SPONSORSHIP Namibian (28) and oversea (5) sponsors
INNOSUN Energy Holding
NON PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Wilderness Trust
Continents insolites
Tendua
PUBLIC SPONSOR:
CONSERVATION CONTRIBUTION

N$

128 606
27 000
77 785
32 000
38 785
7 000
10 324
2 850

TOTAL FUNDS RECEIVED DURING 2014/2015

DESERT LION CONSERVATION
KWANDO CARNIVORE PROJECT
SAVE THE RHINO TRUST
WERELDSEND CAMP
PUROS LION RANGERS
RHINO RANGERS
HUAB LION MANAGEMENT

PUBLIC AWARENESS

TOTAL PROJECT EXPENSES
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

FUNDS OUT 2014/2015
1 satellite collar + 2 years download fee
10 solar panels
5 solar panels
Anti poaching mobile camp
7 solar panels
12 monthly salary + bonus less savings
Uniforms and equipment
Food rations and patrol bonus
Lion repellant
Maintenance huab kraal
Bicycle game guard
Responsible travel brochures
Desert Elephant pamphlet
Responsible travel car stickers
Desert Lion postcards
Sponsor info package + talks
TOSCO license discs
TOSCO brochures
FOR 2014/2015 PROJECTS
BANK SERVICE CHARGES
ACCOUNTING FEES FOR 2013/2014
TOTAL FUNDS PAID OUT DURING 2013/2014

SURPLUS BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD TO 2015/2016

19 027

246 565

32 742
10 000
5 000
54 000
7 000
15 600
14 650
15 000

42 742

7 350
6 091
3 545
2 639
1 394
1 156
892
3 610

7 350
19 327

3 479
2 887

5 000
54 000
7 000
30 250
15 000

180 669
6 366
187 035

N$

78 557
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PLANS FOR 2015
Opened to sponsors suggestions

 RESEARCH = 150 000N$
• Desert Lion Conservation: 3 satellite collars (100 000N$)
• Desert Elephants: EHRA and DEC (25 000N$)
• Kwando carnivore project: camera trapping (25 000N$)

 LIVING WITH WILDLFE = 75 000N$
• Rhino and lion rangers: salaries, bonus and materials (50 000N$)
• Conservation contribution
• HWC: Carnivore Kunene, Huab lion management (25 000N$)

 PUBLIC AWARENESS = 25 000N$
• Responsible travel brochure (7 500N$)
• Desert elephants pamphlet (7 500N$)
• Giraffe conservation foundation: printing/distribution guide (10 000N$)
 Make use of the TOSCO closed facebook group to discuss
conservation and responsible tourism issues internally.
 Provide comprehensive and regular newsletters.
 Distribute “Tourism supporting conservation” car and license discs
stickers for sponsors.
 Raise awareness for responsible tourism and work with sponsors
to improve Responsible Travel Guidelines.

YOU ARE TOSCO
TOSCO = A tourism community that cares for Namibia's wild places! You care!

Please share your ideas and get involved for projects that make a difference - Hand in
your proposal, together we can achieve more.
TOSCO supports projects that:
• reduce or mitigate human/ wildlife conflict
• do research that can contribute to the conservations of habitats of endangered
species
• responsible tourism projects that to contribute to ensuring that visiting Namibia’s
wild places is as enjoyable in the future as it is now
TOSCO will prefer projects which suggest a measurable impact.
 Send an e-mail, phone us, let's meet and join us on Facebook (TOSCO Facebook
page and TOSCO closed group).

https://vimeo.com/thetoscotrust/tosco

THANK YOU FOR CARING
Better together

Tosco team:
 MARKETING & COMMUNICATION Barbara
081 16 92 001 barbara@tosco.org

 TREASURER Dieter
081 12 94 643 accounts@tosco.org

 CHAIRMAN Felix
081 45 35 855 info@tosco.org

 LION RANGER PUROS Bertus
081 87 19 535 pollenk7@hotmail.com

 HUAB LION MANAGEMENT Blandine
081 66 29 954 huab@tosco.org

Contact us to join, we need you!

Funded by tourism operations, TOSCO Trust promotes responsible travel
by sponsoring conservation programs, supporting people living with wildlife
and raising public awareness.

TOSCO Trust – N°T86/12 - Pobox 91159 Windhoek NAMIBIA - www.tosco.org

